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Stop Waiting and Start Building Your Coop Today!  You can pay an arm and a leg for a pre-made

coop, or build the perfect one for a fraction of the cost yourself. You choose!  Many people choose

to raise chickens and unfortunately turn to store-bought chicken coops. Sometimes this is a good

choice, but usually they end up overpaying for something that isn't even a perfect fit for their flock.

Why not determine the exact size and type of chicken coop that you need and then create one that

is perfect for you and your chickens?  This guide will teach you exactly how to determine the correct

size, location, and style of chicken coop based on your needs. It makes the whole process of

building the coops easy with step-by-step instructions as well as building plans. Stop waiting and

start raising chickens today!  This Guide Covers the Following:  The Basic Foundations for Planning

a Chicken CoopHow to Choose the Best LocationCreating a Coop on a BudgetEverything About

Nest Boxes, Ramps, and Runs2 Detailed Building Plans With PhotosMuch, much more!  Start

building your very own coop today and buy this book while it is being offered at an introductory

price!
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I got this book because my dad wants to buy a chicken coop which is really beyond his budget. And

after going over this book, I find out that this is what he perfectly needs. The book is educational and

clear enough in giving its step by step procedures. The book guide has given so much essential info

that anyone wanting to have that perfect chicken coop will surely benefit from. There is a discussion

on the basic foundations when one plans for a coop, the tips on how to choose the best location are

given too, and so much more that this book has been info-loaded. My Dad will be glad that I spent



money over this book.

The Perfect Chicken Coop can be the perfect book to learn how to make the perfect chicken coop

from. The explanations and the illustrations will definitely serve their purpose in making things clear

and easy to follow. I am positive that those wanting to make a chicken coop on their will be helped.

Instead of spending too much to buy a ready made one, purchasing this book is a whole more

practical.

This was a great book on chicken coops. Not only did it cover the basics of what you need in a coop

and how to choose different things, but it also has two blueprints for building. I'll warn you that they

don't encompass every single scenario in which you will need to create a coop in, but its a good

start! Overall a decent read.

This kind of business can be a great asset if carefully planned and taken care of. Raising chickens

can be an easy job but making a coop and shelter for them can take time. What is interesting in this

book is that it provides architectural guide for newvbies including steps and graphics to build your

own coop. Its instructions are easy to follow and anyone can follow through. Great book!

the perfect chicken coop is an excellent guide to planning and building your coop. I actually used

the A frame blueprint from this book and it worked perfectly! It took a little while to figure everything

out, but now I have an awesome coop that I made myself!

This is my first time raising chickens and this book was highly recommended by a seasoned chicken

farmer. I had tried several of the other books out there, as well as using online forums, but I would

have a hard time finding specific comprehensive answers to my questions.This is a handy book to

whip out when you have a question or concern.It's a step by step instructions on how to build a

portable chicken coop and a garden shed. This guide provides you with everything needed to house

your feathered friends safely and also in a pleasing to the eye way. If you are thinking about starting

a chicken farm or just want a few chickens for your backyard this book is a must read.

This guidebook is fantastic and well written. Inside of this book the author has described about

some step by step guides to plan and build the perfect chicken coop. This book guided me about

how to build a chicken coop and this book is perfect for the dummies. By reading this book I have



learned about the basic foundations for planning a chicken coop.This book guided me about how to

choose the best location. Inside of this book I have found 2 detailed building plans with photos and

they are really helpful to understand about the whole system. This book guided me about how to

create a coop on a budget. So, if you have any interest to learn about chicken coop plan, then I will

recommend this book.

Build your own chicken coop now. Why would you want to pay expensive prices if you can do it with

your own. How? Simple! This book would tell you how! This book will provide you step by step

guides on how easy to make aChicken coop! This book is very helpful because it is made easier for

everyone. It contains nothing but clear tips and instructions for the reader to follow. I really

appreciate this book because it is so unique. Itâ€™s very effective. The book is all worth it.
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